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Shaping up with Jesus
We often use the phrase “my life was shaped by…” - maybe shaped by a
teacher or parent or an event? Our lives can be shaped by good people or bad.
My life has been a privileged one, great family, good education, loads of support
from family and friends and the blessing of a strong faith. But I am often surprised by the ways in which I allow negative events in my past to shape the way
I act in the present. I also sometimes use these negative events as an excuse
for not being able to do things. Catastrophes can shape you rather than other
things into a mould, a way of thinking or acting that is not what God wants for
you .
However I want to be shaped by Jesus.
In 1 Corinthians 11:1, St Paul actually commands his followers to imitate
him just as he has imitated Jesus. (more verses on p16). The main idea we are
trying to get across this term is that God wants us to imitate Jesus so that when
people get to know us they can see what Jesus is like and want to be like him
too. You might say, “What me? I’m not worth imitating! I’m so full of faults and
weaknesses.” Well, it’s time to stop making those excuses and change! This
series uses some simple tools to enable us to reshape our lives even if it was
too hard in the past.
We’re going to be using three patterns or life shapes to help us see
where we need to be more like Jesus as well as how to go about shaping up.
It’s also about learning how to support each other and to develop the family
likeness in our church community.
God calls all his people to follow his example and then help others to follow him too. He calls us to be disciples. To be disciplined by him, to shape
our lives around his example and then have the joy of sharing what we have discovered about Jesus with others who haven’t found him yet and making disciples. During this term we are going to follow Peter’s shaping. He had to learn
and re-learn lessons many times but I love the way Jesus dealt with him; lovingly, but truthfully, bluntly, but hopefully, and always shaping him to be the disciple God was calling him to be.
My sister has developed a surprising little money spinner. She discovered that
there was a market for old dress patterns. Maybe you have used patterns which
you carefully pinned onto cloth before cutting round the shapes and then stitching the pieces together to make a garment. By following the pattern carefully the
shapeless cloth can be transformed into a beautiful and useful garment. A
skilled tailor or dressmaker can make adjustments for a unique fit

Feed your mind, feed your heart ...
Some days you will win and some days you will lose, but do not give up!
Your mind and your heart are both like clay - being shaped and
formed with each passing day. There are some questions to be
asked:
Whose hands are forming my heart and mind?
What are they being formed into?
What is my responsibility in the process?
Whether your realize it or not, your character is being formed and solidified with each passing day. This is true whether you plan through what
you want to be or if you just let life happen. Some of the most powerful
influences on the development of your character come from the following
sources:
1. What you read
2. What you look at
3. What you listen to
4. The people you associate with
5. What you think about
All these things feed your brain and together are a significant influence in
the way your mind is programmed. Piece by piece, like bricks in a wall,
this programming trains you how to respond, how to think, what to think,
what to value and pursue, how to treat others and what you should/
should not do. For example:
Avoid watching television shows which suggest ungodly behaviour is acceptable. Do not rent or go to see movies which expose your minds to
crude and unacceptable behaviour. The images on a TV screen are very
strong and have a powerful teaching influence on the mind, especially
young minds.
Do not read books which glorify ungodliness. Avoid pornography of all
forms. Artwork and anything else we have in our houses should be in
good taste and not conflict with the teaching of Christ.
Refuse to listen in on dirty jokes or gossip. Be salt and light.
Do not listen to music which promotes sin and ungodliness .
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Awareness Examen
Ignatius of Loyola ~ 1491 to 1556
Wounded soldier, was captured by Jesus’ story and founded the Jesuits
As a daily practice (Jesuits practice @ noon & end of day), find some
quiet space away from distractions, relax and get comfortable.
1. God’s Presence
Recognize that you are God’s created, in the midst of creation,
constantly surrounded by the creator.
2. Review Your Day With Thankfulness
Where was God’s life, light and love? Be specific. Things you received
that were good or things you were able to give others that were good –
an encouraging word, a smile. Things you saw, touched, smelled,
heard or friends, family and your health. Thank God for His presence
in the big and the small things of your life.
3. Deeper Examination of Your Day
Ask God to guide you as you look at your actions, attitude, words and
motives so you will see the truth and grow and not be complacent or
condemn yourself. Look over your day’s actions and attitudes. Pay
attention to your feelings, thoughts and emotions. Become aware of
when you were motivated and acted by self OR by God and His Spirit
within you. Allow God to speak, challenge, encourage and teach you.
4. Talk With Jesus
Have a heart–to–heart with Jesus. Share honestly with him about your
thoughts and reflections on your day’s actions, attitude, words and
motives. Seek forgiveness, ask for direction/strength, share a concern,
express gratitude, etc… Remember God’s grace and love for you.
Plan with Jesus to move forward together in action where appropriate.
5. Hope For Tomorrow
Tomorrow is a new day. As you continue becoming aware of God
moving in and around you, look forward to it with anticipation. The
more you practice the Awareness Examen the more you’ll see God in
and through your life and the more you’ll reflect His image to those
around you.
quiet space away from distractions, relax and get comfortable.

to match the person it is designed for. God has a plan or pattern for us, but
we need to allow Him to work his design in our lives. Will you let God
shape you into the disciple he wants you to be? Do you want his pattern placed on the fabric of your life? Will you allow him to 'cut' you,
shape you, and make the best fit for his design on your life? Will you
be a pattern for others to follow too?
For Jesus to really use us, like Peter we need to know who Jesus is and to
know He loves us and to grow in our love for Him. So let’s start to shape
up!

Jan 12th

Who do you say that I am?

Mark 8 :14-29a, Colossians 1:15-20
People were talking about Jesus. He was the most famous person of the time.
Jesus and his disciples had reached Caesarea Philippi. This place in Northern Israel,
at the feet of Mt Hermon, was one of the most religious places in the country - the
place where pure water rushed out of rocky cliffs to feed the Jordan. In the 3rd century BC the god Pan was worshipped and there were shrines and temples to many
different gods when Jesus said to the disciples:
Jesus:
“What are people saying about me?”
Peter:
“You’re Elijah, John the Baptist, Jeremiah, lots of opinions”
Jesus:
“But who do you say that I am?”
This is the key question of all. ..what we make of Jesus and his claim on us.

Introducing the Triangle Shape: Spirituality <>Community <> Mission
As disciples we need to develop all aspects of discipleship, but above all, we need to
develop our spirituality...our understanding and relationship with Jesus.

"Who do you say I am?"
How passionate are you about
your relationship with Jesus,
your spirituality?
How passionate do you want
to be?
"You have made us for yourself, and
our heart is restless till it rests in you"
St Augustine

.

"Faith unites the soul with the invisible,
ineffable,
unutterable, eternal, unthinkable Word of
God.”
Martin Luther
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19th Jan Our identity in Christ (Who do you say that I am? 2)
Matthew 16 :13-20 , 1 Peter 2:4-10
We’re still with Peter when Jesus asked him, “Who do you say that I am?”.
While following Jesus’ in his earthly ministry, Peter had this great moment when
he declared that Jesus was the Christ the Son of God. Peter, however, went on
to make many blunders and even deny Jesus, but Jesus remained true and kept
on until Peter became what he was called to be … a rock to build the Kingdom.
Many years later, Peter wrote (2Peter 1:18) that the suffering Christians
were ransomed not with money, but “the precious blood of Christ”, “a chosen
race, royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s own people that you may declare the
wonderful deeds of him who called you out of darkness into his marvellous
light.” (1 Pet 2:9)
Its fantastic stuff!
The point we are making in this session is that unless you know God as
the Cornerstone, one who has called you and shown you his mercy, you will
be unable to work for his kingdom on earth as Peter reminds those struggling
to keep faithful in the Turkey and Syria of his day.
Someone said that God does not have grandchildren. We can learn our
faith from parents or grand-parents, but we
have to make faith in Jesus our faith, and like
Peter we may take steps back as well as forward on the way. However, we belong to God
and He will not let us go!
LAW

GRACE

These two triangles try to illustrate how as we
accept Jesus as our Saviour, we come into
relationship with God as our Father first
and experience the love of God for ourselves
and from this comes our identity. Obedience
is part of our response to such amazing love
(top triangle). Obedience grows from knowing
we are God’s chosen children and not from a
sense of duty.

“Whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven and whatever you loose on earth
shall be loosed in heaven.” This authority
belongs to every Christian, not just priests!
Out of the authority comes the power to do
God’s will and we are enabled to live like him,
serve him, care selflessly... and out of that
flows his power through you to build his kingdom. (see story opposite)

30th March Mothering Sunday The keys of the kingdom
Matthew 16:13-20, 1 Peter 1:3-9

All age@10.30am

The death of the church has been predicted throughout history.
Tyrants like Caligula and Nero, Stalin and Hitler have tried to suppress
it and wipe it out, but Jesus promises that the powers of death will not
prevail against it.
Writing to suffering Christians in Asia Peter said “Without having
seen him you love him; and though you do not now see him you believe in him and rejoice with unspeakable joy”.
Jesus laid strong foundations in his first disciples, he wants to
lay those foundations in us and his church. Jesus still wants his church
to be a place where the sick are healed, the blind see, the dead are
raised to life and where each person grows up into likeness of Jesus.
We have a legacy to enjoy and to hand on to the next generation as
well as our own.
How can we better be the family of God in this community?
What legacy will Christ Church hand on to the next generation?
*********************************************************************************

Reflections

more verses which call us to imitate Jesus

12

When he had finished washing their feet, he put on his clothes and sat down
again. He asked, “Do you understand what I have just done for you? 13 You call
me ‘Teacher’ and ‘Lord,’ and you are right, because that is what I am. 14 If I,
your Lord and Teacher, have washed your feet, you also should wash each
other’s feet. 15 I did this as an example so that you should do as I have done for
you.
34

“I give you a new command: Love each other. You must love each other as I
have loved you. 35 All people will know that you are my followers if you love
each other.”
(John 13 New Century Version)
“I have loved you even as the Father has loved me. Live within my love.
When you obey me you are living in my love, just as I obey my Father and
live in his love. 11 I have told you this so that you will be filled with my joy. Yes,
your cup of joy will overflow! 12 I demand that you love each other as much as I
love you. 13 And here is how to measure it—the greatest love is shown when a
person lays down his life for his friends; 14 and you are my friends if you obey
me
(John 15 Living Bible)
Also 1 Corinthians 11:1
1 John 2:6
Phil 3 : 17 Titus 2 : 7– 8
10
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Take learning to drive, for example. You start off very much D1—
learner with a big L plate. You rely on your instructor being a big decisive L1. (Just the other day I spotted an instructor being very directive
when he slammed on the dual controls to stop his pupil crashing!). In
D2, you know some of the basics, but keep on making mistakes; passing the test seems a long way off. You need an instructor who knows
you can do it. The instructor gets you through to D3 with a growing confidence, he is working with you, L3. , praising you, challenging you,
trusting you to get his car safely round the roads, The last lessons are
really a partnership, D4 /L4, the test is in sight and the driving licence is
at last is achieved...even if it took several attempts. Eventually you will
have enough confidence to take some one out for driving practice as
they learn. Overcoming failure may even make you a better teacher!
Who is your leader? Who are you leading? What rhythm is there
in that relationship? A core group? A mentoring pattern of meetings? How at CCP should we foster these kind of relationships?
Peter could easily have been lost to the church after the disaster of his
three denials. But the patient way in which Jesus encouragesd and
challenged him developed great patterns in his life. When Jesus was
no longer with him they were so well established that , with the anointing of the holy Spirit, the Helper Jesus had promised, they were strong
enough to enable him to one of the pillars of the early church, a rock
indeed .

Reflections

Verses which call us to imitate Jesus

5-8

Think of yourselves the way Christ Jesus thought of himself. He had equal
status with God but didn’t think so much of himself that he had to cling to the
advantages of that status no matter what. Not at all. When the time came, he
set aside the privileges of deity and took on the status of a slave, became human! Having become human, he stayed human. It was an incredibly humbling
process. He didn’t claim special privileges. Instead, he lived a selfless, obedient life and then died a selfless, obedient death—and the worst kind of death
at that—a crucifixion.
Phillipians 2:3-8 (Message Bible)
17

The Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom.
18
Our faces, then, are not covered. We all show the Lord’s glory, and we are
being changed to be like him. This change in us brings ever greater glory,
which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit
2 Corinthians 3:18 (New Century Youth Bible)

th
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Kingdom and Covenant

Acts 2:36-47, Matthew 28:16-20
God is not only our loving Father we wants to be our King. He makes
us who we are. He loves His church. Obedience from us is a sign of
our love so that we can zealously and powerfully build his kingdom
and that
What does this look like for Christ Church? .
Take a look at the first Christian church, can you spot their
Passionate spirituality? Radical community? Kingdom zeal?
That church changed the world. How can this church do so?
How often do you remind yourself that God has given you authority and power to build his kingdom here on earth?
Read of Ephesians 1:15-23.
Remember that this isn’t a harsh Father driving us to onerous duty of
obedience to create our identity of self worth (cycle of grief), but
about compassion of a loving Father creating a new spirit in us by
God’s amazing grace that overflows into obedience and service
(cycle of grace) that leads to the Kingdom of God growing through
his Spirit at work in us.
Reflection for 19th and 26th January
A Christian had a friend who did not believe in God and who suffered from
terrifying nightmares. The Christian offered to pray for her and the friend
agreed. The Christian knew that she was loved by God and that there was
nothing which she couldn’t ask him to do. So she prayed that her friend’s
nightmares would stop. As she prayed she felt this great authority come to
her, “In Jesus name,” she prayed, “Go! leave my friend alone.” Usually she
was very timid and shy but she felt God giving her power to pray. Next day
at work she asked her friend how she was. “Its amazing,” her friend replied
“I had my first good night’s sleep for weeks.” Summoning up her courage
the Christian said, “I prayed to Jesus for you last night that your nightmares
would stop! Can I tell you about him?”
Have you ever prayed with authority for someone?

REMEMBER : God is your loving Father and that he wants to
bless you and to build his kingdom through you.
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Going in circles...God’s way

23rd March

Peter and the square-conclusion

John 21:15-19 2 Peter 1:1-10
I fall very easily into fear and negative thinking. I imagine that
things, instead of going well, will go wrong. I plan to avoid the worst
scenario rather than ‘pushing the boat out’ and expecting a miracle.
Jesus says over and over again, “Do not be afraid.” “Do not worry.”
These are the most common commands in the Bible. Someone said
that there are 365 examples, one for every day of the year! I even
get the impression that Jesus got a little tired of his disciples as they
seemed to find it very hard to learn this lesson. Isn’t it so easy to
keep lapsing into the way we have always behaved and reacted to
situations? Of course, without finding a better way to cope, we go
round in circles and never find a better way to be or do things.
However, going in a circle is OK if it is a way to allow God to
speak to us, to move on more confident and enlightened than we
were before.
Jesus ‘ method of discipling did lead to change in Peter and
most if not all of the disciples. It helped them reflect and discuss
their issues with him and each other. It made them plan and be
accountable for their actions not just letting Jesus do it all for
them. The ‘Acts’ of the apostles would not have been possible without them having learnt from the Master in this way.
The Kairos Circle which we will be introducing throughout February has helped me to move forward in my personal spiritual journey and as a leader and team builder… but it wasn’t my kind of
thing. However, I have been surprised at how helpful this approach
has been.
As I have found it worthwhile to persevere with this ‘shape’. I
do encourage you too to be open to a new approach and pray it will
help you as it has helped me to be a better disciple. I am learning to
turn away from doubt, (act) trust the promises let God not the situation shape me, changing from my tendency to ‘go in circles’ my way
to go around God’s way with the help of the Kiaros Circle of
Change.
How about you?
Are there patterns in your life which have you going round in
human circles? (fear, doubt, anger, hopelessness, inadequacy)
Are you willing to be called out of familiar patterns into new territory in your discipleship?

Good teachers involve us in the learning experience, knowing just the right moment to step back
and when to correct.

L= leader/
role model
D = disciple/
aprentice

This week , we look at what it means to be a leader or teacher as well as the
disciple or apprentice. To get round the square we need someone who
knows what they are doing (competent) to accompany and encourage us
until we too become competent and confident. The above square shows us
the stages in more detail
This week’s Gospel reading shows us that even though Peter really failed
big time, Jesus still loved him and let it happen so would learn from the experience. Jesus never points the finger and says, “You’re fired!”
This week we try to understand the apprenticeship model of the square further as we see how Jesus deals with Peter before leaving him to lead the
newly formed church. In Peter’s letter to the now numerous churches, we
see the legacy he leaves as he approaches the end of a long discipleship,
older and wiser as well as renewed by the Holy Spirit at work through a long
and difficult calling. It says we have everything we need for life and godliness and have no reason to be ineffective as followers of Christ. It is all too
easy to get discouraged.
Do we pray for deliverance from tough times or find ways to learn from
difficulties. failures. obstacles?
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9th & 16th March

Peter and the Square

Luke 8:49-56, ( Acts 9:36-41)

Part 1
Remember the first time you began to learn something new.?
There are four stages for learning and teaching if we are going to learn
to do, as well as know what we believe. Last week Jesus introduced
the disciples to something new by letting them watch him.
Today we look at Peter and
his friends as they watch and
learn from Jesus raising
Jairus’s daughter from the
dead.
[1]

I do, you watch. Jesus
healed Jairus daughter.
He told a number of
people to leave…

[2]

I do, you help. ...but
Jesus deliberately took
Peter, James and John with him to help and to apprentice them.
Its often said they were Jesus closest companions so would have
been a source of help. They can’t do everything and excitement
isn’t enough to get them through -they need support to keep going

Part 2
[3]
You do, I help...in Matthew 17, Jesus draws alongside them and
bails them out; his words might not seem that pastoral but maybe our
idea of pastoral words is too narrow; we think it’s all about being nice.
He speaks truth to them and calls them onto who they are meant to be:
people of faith; a good model of pastoral ministry. They move from being consciously incompetent towards conscious competence.
[4] You do, I watch. Peter is just doing it now. Unconsciously competent – healing, easy! (Acts 9 vs 36—41)
Think of a task you were taught, can you spot the stages? Were
there times when you wanted to give up?

2nd Feb

Two Miraculous Catches of Fish

Matthew 5:1-1 (optional) Isaiah 6:1-7
Peter was an ordinary working man. As a Jew he would have
known his Old Testament scriptures and have a deep sense of God’s
presence. He would have known about the expected Messiah and would
know the predictions of him coming to save Israel. I think he would have
been proud to be asked by Jesus to use his boat.
Having Jesus in the boat is his opportunity to learn. It must have
been great to listen to Jesus teaching and watch the looks on the faces of
the crowd, but then Jesus asks him to push out deeper and do something
that Peter thinks he is expert at...fishing.
“We’ve caught nothing but if you say so…” I sense a reluctance in Peter
that I recognise when God asks me to do something new. I almost hear
Peter’s voice and the unseen statement “This is a waste of time. Doesn’t
he realise I know what I’m talking about? I’ll just show willing and he’ll see
for himself” …well not quite! Peter becomes aware that Jesus is the real
authority after all...He is the King. Peter is suddenly aware of his sinfully
proud attitude. He repents and tells Jesus to depart from him, but Jesus,
rather than casting him off, invites him to commit to a Kingdom catch .
Peter thought listening to Jesus was enough to be a disciple, but he
learnt more from being stopped in his tracks ..a kairos moment, an epiphany. It turned him in a new direction. (You might like to look at John 21
where Peter meets Jesus he denied him.)

Can you think of experiences where God taught you a lesson?
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9th February

Repentance in all areas

Mark 1:14-17, Romans 10:9-13
You may remember some of the more lurid head-lines in the Sun over
the years, most not repeatable. Mark’s Gospel is the tabloid Gospel.
Jesus caught people’s attention with head-lines:
See if you
can spot them in our short Gospel reading.
Jesus caught Peter’s attention. His response to Jesus was repentance
and then action.
Metanoia is the Greek word for repentance. It means walking one way
and then turning and walking in the opposite way. Repent is another
word with the same meaning. It is an active word expressed in what
we ACTually do.
Now review lessons we learnt from our triangle shape:
THINK: We need repentance in all areas of our life.
As we have looked at the triangles we will have discovered areas of
our own lives where we need to examine ourselves, and turn our that
area of our lives around.
Our UP life may need renewing, by examining how and when we
pray, read God’s Word and how we worship Him, God may be asking
us to develop new disciplines. We may have a negative view of God or
ourselves that wants to transform.
We may need to repent in our IN life. We may not commit to
church or the community strongly enough and God is asking for
greater devotion. We have a lot of rejection in our hearts that we project that onto church and from which Jesus wants to heal and restore
us. We may be too proud to let go of a role we have held for years
when God has new plans for us and for someone to grow into our
shoes.
The same in our OUT life. We may be too focused on doing
God’s kingdom work and need to actually more time in prayer for those
people or we may be lazy Christians in need of God’s New Year workout: more active service and kingdom work eg join the youth team. (A
desperate need, by the way)
ACTION: Is the balance right in my life?
If not, how can I restore the balance?

2nd March

Feeding of 5000

Matthew 14:13-21 1 Peter 5:1-5
I have memories of bad teaching at school that have left me believing that I was stupid and would never be any good at certain tasks.
Woodwork classes were a nightmare, for instance. However, a good
history teacher left a legacy of inspiration that has given me a lifetime
of enjoyable hobbies and encouraged me to inspire others through
helping to run local history groups such as Doncaster Archaeological
Society. He spent hours taking us to Fishbourne to see Roman mosaics being excavated and accompanied to us to numerous churches
carefully training us in the skills of brass rubbing...maybe not your cup
of tea, but a joy to me!
Can you think of a time when you were taught particularly
well or badly?
What legacy has it left that affects what you enjoy or hate
doing?
In today’s Gospel story, Jesus is not merely showing his power
over natural resources and God’s promise to provide. He could have
done that without involving the disciples...in fact, if he may have found
it easier do it himself. This story stuck in the disciples’ minds because
they were part of the story.
Look at how Jesus helps them learn:
The disciples become aware of a problem: lots of people need
feeding (Kairos moment observed?)
They reflect on it and ask Jesus to send them to the shops (we
might pray or fundraise for the foodbank)
They discuss it with Jesus who dismisses their initial plan, but
he doesn’t say they are stupid, he asks them to look at the resources they have rather than what they don’t ...5 loaves +2 fish
When they have brought what they have and done what they can
do, they need to learn something new, at this point
JESUS SHOWS them HOW to do the miracle (they are not
ready yet to go it alone so Jesus sets the example
Afterwards they continue to be involved by collecting up the
pieces
In other words, Peter saw Jesus set the example, and let them be involved as they were competent and confident to be.
Are you letting him teach you by following what he shows you?
Are you allowing others to learn through you by helping them?
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Introducing the square: “Christ beside me”
How are you shaping up?
God’s vision for the world and for us is that we should find:
Our heavenly FATHER who is KING.
We then receive IDENTITY and AUTHORITY by grace as a
follower of Jesus and a Child of God.
Walking in OBEDIENCE and POWER is result of these, a means of
growing in our effectiveness as a disciple,not the from our own efforts.
In exceptional circumstances, Christians are isolated from other
believers and God has given them special inner strength, as he did
Paul, but most of us are not called to do this on our own; we need to
grow as part of a Christian community: the body of Christ
God wants us to learn alongside each other, being led in one area of
our lives where we need to be more Jesus-like, while, at the same
time, leading and supporting others through the godliness the Lord
has already developed in us.
As soon as you mention the word leadership in the Church of
England people immediately think of the Vicar or Wardens. One person
at the top, everyone else following. It’s not only found in the church, of
course. The result can be paralysis, i.e. everybody else sits back and
let’s them do it!. Healthy organisations have a broad based shared leadership which is actively training others to lead.
Everyone has the capacity to lead in some area . The square
gives us a practical model of how to enable others to take responsibility with confidence rather than fearfully. Again it is a common
model from the business world however we can see similarities in the
way Jesus led people. It doesn’t have to be hard... If you have
shown anyone how to do anything and they’ve gone off able to do
it by themselves, you are part of this process!
Read what Paul wrote to his beloved Christians in
2Corinthians 3:1-3 It’s about leaving a legacy behind, not that this is about building our own empire or
for our own glory, but rather giving Him glory. It is a
huge privilege to led some one to Jesus The faith we
have is a legacy left by someone who told us about
Jesus.

It’s about being disciples ourselves > who make disciples as Jesus commanded > who also make disciples = Church growth

16th Feb

Peter in the Circle-Walking on water

Matthew 14:22-33 1 Corinthians 13:4-8
How are you getting on with the Circle idea?
It’s quite possible that you will have come across this as a useful tool if
you have done any kind of counselling or reflective practice.
It is a technique used to help people work through areas of life
which they want to change.
What are the problems with
moving on?
We will all have a tendency to do
one side – either ‘paralysis of
analysis’.
On one hand we might be a
person who thinks too much, prefers to draw conclusions by themselves, without talking to others. Some
of us are great on ideas, but not on following through our plans or resolutions (the introvert). Some might be a very active people (the extrovert)
who jump into action who wan t to talk to everyone about how they feel,
but are unable to be still long enough to reflect properly and see things
from another point of view. They cannot see where they need to change
and so do not fully go through a process of repentance which is important
for a real and true change of mind.
What kind of personality are you?
Which parts of the circle will be hard to do?
Peter is a good example here of an extravert jumping into action:
he thought he had more faith than he did and in a way he was showing off
– he jumped to action without the substance to back it up. As soon as he
saw the waves, he took his eyes off Jesus and began to sink. There was
still some ’heart’ work to be done in him before the external action of
walking on water like Jesus did.
Going round each part of the Kairos Circle helps us balance our response to those moments where God wants to teach us to move on
in faith.
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23rd Feb The Circle-Peter and the rich young ruler
Matthew 19:16-30 1 Peter 3:3-10
Lets take one final look at Peter and a circle:
The disciples are listening to Jesus talking with a young man.
He is questioning Jesus about eternal life. Jesus tells him to keep
all the commandments, but he is so smug, thinks he has no faults
and wants something to do to please God. “Go and sell all that you
have and give it to the poor and you will have treasure in heaven”.
is Jesus response… but it was too hard for him !The young man is
very rich and he goes away with sorrow in his heart because he is
unable to deal with the change God is asking of him. (observation)
This is a kairos moment. Let’s follow the Circle.
The disciples reflect: “Who can be saved?”
Jesus discusses: “Nothing is impossible with God. Everyone who
leaves family or possessions to follow me will receive a hundredfold
and eternal life.”
Plan: So, did Peter give up everything to follow Jesus?
Accountability: Was there a change of mind, repentance?
And then action? Check out what he wrote in 1 Peter 1:3-7,4:8-10)
Peter, appointed leader of the Christian church set a standard for
the church. One anti-Christian writer said, “These Christians don’t
just care for their own poor but for ours as well”. Even today Christians are at the forefront of charity work and caring, giving up everything to serve the poor.
What is God calling you to surrender? Time? Money? Spend
some time listening to what God is saying to you.
Can you think of a special kairos moment—a God moment–
when you felt God telling you do something for him. What did
you do? Did you succeed, fail, put it off for another time?
(Take another look at my own attitude on page 5).

Example;
Imagine a very extrovert person has a kairos moment (‘opportunity to
learn’ thought or experience). They are touched by God’s love and
power.
They could announce to family and friends that they are undertaking a week long silent retreat to get
closer to God. Is this a good idea?
What do you think will happen? What else can they do?
Another example:
In our
inner life we may struggle with anxiety (observation/realisation it needs
dealing with) and just talk to friends about this all the time (discussion).
We could make a plan of how to change our minds from being anxious
to being peaceful. This would be a journey of repentance, but somehow
we never quite move on.

What does the circle show us we have forgotten to do?
Whatever kind of person we are, the circle helps us to ‘round off’
our personality and become the ‘whole person’ God our Father
created us to be. It won’t happen overnight, but there are spiritual
practices that can help with this journey – why not go round the
circle and move on rather than stay for the rest of your life just
getting tea and sympathy!!?? (look at pages 17 and 18)

Remind yourself of our
triangles that we looked
at
in January:
Once our identity in Jesus is
secure then we are released
and given power and authority
in Christ to build the kingdom,
for everything is yours and you
are Christ’s.
Being a disciple means
there is a better option and
journey open to us. We need
each other to do this .

